Data compression is used for reducing storage requirements. It involves transforming data of a given format, called source message, to data of a smaller sized format, called compressed message. The Data compression helps in reducing the size of the database so that it is very easy to maintain huge database. On the other hand Type Casting is used to convert the input source message into suitable format so that Huffman Algorithm can work on maximum data formats and after that Data Normalization technique is used to remove redundancy from the data this technique enhance the compression efficiency of Huffman Algorithm. Decreasing the amount of data required representing a source of information while preserving the original content as much as possible and after that providing security to this compressed code word with the application of data encryption. The main objectives of this paper are to get higher compression efficiency by applying a planned technique on Huffman Algorithm and providing security to this compressed data to limit the unauthorized access using data encryption.
INTRODUCTION
A compression algorithm can be used for minimizing the storage space of data. Development of Information technology leads increment in data size so that data compression algorithm is necessary to maintain huge amount of data economically. There are basically two types of compression techniques -lossless and lossy compression depends upon data type, such that in text compression every character of text is important and loss of single character can change the meaning of the sentence, only lossless compression can give desirable results. Compression and Decompression is performed in two parts. In the first part an encoding algorithm generates the compressed code word of input message and in the second part a decoding algorithm that reconstructs the original input message from the compressed code word when ever needed. It is also important to consider the security aspects of the data being compressed so as to limit the unauthorized access to the private and confidential data. In this paper, the proposed technique enhanced the compression ratio and compression efficiency of the Huffman Coding on text data wit an added security using data encryption. This paper also outlines the use of Typecasting which makes Huffman algorithm applicable on more data formats and after that Data Normalization is used for improving compression efficiency as it removes redundancy from data.
TYPE CASTING
Typecasting is a technique which is used for changing the contents of one data type into another. Typecasting is used to take benefit of some important features of type hierarchies or type representations. The example of typecasting would be small integers, which can be stored in a compressed format and converted to a larger representation when used in arithmetic computations. In object-oriented programming with the use of typecasting programmers can treat objects of one type as one of their predecessor types to simply interact with them. Different programming language has different rules through which data types are converted. Generally objects and original data types are converted it depends upon requirement. The basic example would be an equation which has both integer and floating point numbers i.e. 3-0.1 in which the integers are usually converted into the latter. Unambiguously the type conversions can either be performed through some special syntax or through separately defined conversion rules. In programming languages conversion and casting are the two different concepts. Languages mention conversion, changing a value from one data type to another. On the other hand the word cast refers to clearly changing the understanding of the bit pattern representing an entity from one type to another. The use of Typecasting before Huffman Algorithm is very useful so that Huffman Algorithm can be applicable to more data formats as compared to conventional Huffman Algorithm.
DATA NORMALIZATION
The method of organizing data to decrease redundancy and anomalies is called normalization. Redundant data wastes disk space and creates maintenance problems. The aim of database normalization is to decompose relations with anomalies in order to produce smaller, logical relations. Normalization frequently involves separating large, badly-formed tables into smaller, well-formed tables and defining links between them. Main objective of data normalization is to separate data so that modifications of a field can be made in just one table and then propagated through the rest of the database using the defined relationships. Due to these properties of normalization technique higher compression ratios in Huffman algorithm can be achieved as the data is being normalized before compression. There are certain set of rules for database normalization. Each set of rules are called a "Normal Form." If the first set of rules is applied, the database is said to be in "First Normal Form (1NF)."If the second set of rules is applied on the data which is in first normal form, database is said to be in "Second Normal Form (2NF)" and so on. Although other levels of normalization are also possible, Third Normal Form (3NF) is to be considered the highest level essential for most applications.
First Normal Form (1NF)
The First normal form (1NF) is defined as belongings of a relation in a relational database.
 The table cells must be of single value.  Repeating groups must be excluded from the Individual tables.  A separate table should be formed for each group of linked data.  Every group of linked data should be identified by a primary key. If a database satisfies above set of rules then it is in first normal form.
Second Normal Form (2NF)
The database is in second normal form if it satisfies the following set of rules:
 Database should be in First Normal Form (1NF).  All non-key attributes should be completely functional dependent on the primary key. There should be no partial dependencies if partial dependencies occur on primary key it should be removed. There is still a probability for a table in this form (2NF) to reveal transitive dependency.
Third Normal Form (3NF)
A database is in third normal form if it satisfies the following set of rules:
 Database should be in Second Normal Form (2NF).  Remove such domains that are not dependent on the primary key.
 Remove transitive functional dependency.
Transitive functional dependency is defined via the following relationships: A is functionally dependent on B, and B is functionally dependent on C. In such situation, C is transitively dependent on A via B.
Example of Data Normalization
Consider a database of Project Report Layout as shown in Table1. Table 1 . Un-Normalized database
First Normal Form (1NF)
Repeating groups must be excluded. Every attribute is dependent on primary key and all attributes are clearly defined. Table 2 has partial dependency. 
Second Normal Form (2NF)
According to the set of rules of 2NF redundant data should be removed. Table 5 . Shows transitive dependency. Table 3 . Project Table 4 . ASSIGN Table 5 . Employee Details
Third Normal Form (3NF)
According to the set of rules 3NF, remove columns that are not dependent on key. Remove transitive dependency. Table 6 . Project Table 7 . Job details Table 8 . Employee Details Table 9 . ASSIGN Applying data normalization before Huffman Algorithm is extremely advantageous for higher compression ratio and compression efficiency.
HUFFMAN ALGORITHM
Huffman algorithm is a lossless text compression algorithm. With the use of Huffman algorithm compression of text data can be done in such an efficient way that every character of text can be recovered when decompression algorithm is employed and this is one of the major factor to use Huffman algorithm in this paper. Huffman algorithm constructs a binary tree to minimize the average bit rate and this binary tree is known as optimal prefix tree. Huffman algorithm gives variable length code as every character in a data file are converted to a binary code in such a way that the high frequency characters in the file have the shortest binary codes and the lowest frequency have the longest binary codes.
Huffman Data Compression Algorithm
To view how Huffman compression algorithm works, consider an example: "ABAEACABDCABA" 1. First step, arrange the characters from highest to lowest frequency of occurrence as follows:
2. Second step, the two lowest-frequency characters are selected, logically grouped together and add their frequencies.
In this example, the D and E characters have a combined frequency of 2 and connection to a parent node which makes it easy to read the code in reverse starting from a leaf node. Interior nodes contain symbol frequencies, connection to two child nodes and the possible connection to a parent node. 
Fig 4: Final Binary tree
When the table has only single node remaining, this node is the root of the Huffman binary tree. The code word for corresponding symbol can be defined from the way from root node to the leaf node:
1 D E 
Huffman Data Decompression Algorithm
Decompression algorithm is basically converting the prefix codes in corresponding byte values. Huffman decompression Algorithm starts from the root of binary tree and whenever a leaf node reached stop there and look the code of that corresponding symbol from root node to leaf node, assign the corresponding symbol of that code from the compressed code repeat this process until whole compressed message is decoded: 
DATA ENCRYPTION
Encryption can be defined as to make the data unreadable for everybody else except those authorized users. Data Encryption can also be understood as writing the text in such a secret form with certain set of rules such that those who know the set of rules can read the text so it is some form of secret writing. This secret writing is known as Cryptography. Encryption is done by applying a mathematical function to the text and converting it to cipher text. Data Encryption is the most economical and most widely used technique for providing security to sensitive or confidential data. The most difficult part in encryption is to make sure that the authorized users can be able to decipher the text. There are two techniques of encryption Private Key Encryption and Public Key Encryption.
Private Key Encryption
The Private Key encryption is also known as symmetric key encryption. It is the most conventional method of encryption. In private key encryption single secret key is used for both encryption and decryption process. In this encryption process the secret key must be shared between sender and receiver in a very secure manner. If someone hacks this secret key and calculate the algorithm then the data can be decrypted easily so in this form of encryption there is a need of secure exchange of secret key and a powerful encryption algorithm.
Public Key Encryption
The Public Key Encryption is also known as asymmetric key encryption. This is a modern approach in this type of encryption there is a use of two types of keys, private key & public key. Public key is open to all everyone knows but private key is a confidential one, assign only to the authorized users. The encryption is done with the help of public key encryption but decryption can only be performed by the mathematical matching of public key and private key.
PROPOSED DATA ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION TECHNIQUE
Consider the length of the compressed code word that is generated by Huffman algorithm is L and length of generator polynomial S. The remainder of length S-1 is transmitted to authorized user before the process of encryption. In encryption process the length of the code word (L) in divided with the length of generator polynomial (S) such that the nearest prime number of the quotient is multiplied with the generator polynomial. The result of this multiplication is in the form of bit pattern, used for encryption. Let the length of this bit pattern is N. These N bits are XORed with the last N bits of the code word. The process will be done until the last bit pattern of the code word; if code word length is less than N they will be left as it is. As a result of this process the cipher text is generated.
When the authorized user gets this cipher text, the user will be able to do decryption is reverse steps of encryption along with the remainder which is send before compression as XOR of XOR is the same number.
The proposed encryption technique can be embedded very easily with the compressed code word generated by the Huffman algorithm and save extra processing and provide strong security to the confidential data that's why the name Intelligent Data encryption is used in this paper.
OPERATION SUMMARY
To perform the proposed techniques MATLAB software is used. The whole process is performed in two halves and these two halves can be understood with the help of flow charts.
First Half
The first half can be understood with the help of flow chart as shown in figure below: 
Second Half
The second half is the reverse process and can be understood with the help of flow chart as shown in figure below:
Fig 6: Flow chart of Decompression & Decryption
From the diagram the process is done in following main points which are as follows:  Get the Compressed and Encrypted data.  Apply Decryption to remove security so that authorized user can access the data.  Apply Huffman Decompression Algorithm to decompress the data.  Display normal data as operation of normalization is being performed before compression.  Convert and save the data in its original format so that authorized user can access the data.
RESULT
The proposed technique is performed with the help of MATLAB and the summary of the result is shown in the table below and the encrypted output is shown with the help of pictures. Encryption is also performed along with compression. The picture below shows the text file which is to be compressed and encrypted: 
CONCLUSION
This paper experimentally prove that compressed representation of text data lead to significant savings of storage space so that it is very economical and beneficial to maintain huge amount of data base and if encryption is also done after compression this leads to maintain the database secure so that only authorized users can access the database. By using the proposed techniques transmission of huge data over any medium such as via internet, removable storage etc. can be done precisely and there is no need of providing extra security as encryption is already performed. So proposed technique improves the compression expertness of Huffman Algorithm with the use of type casting and Data Normalization before Huffman Algorithm and with the use proposed encryption technique security is provided to the compressed file so as to prevent unauthorized access.
